ROCKWOOL MULTIFIX™ FAQ

Overview

1. What is ROCKWOOL MULTIFIX™?
   A dual-density, rigid roofing insulation faced with a high-performance, mineral-coated glass fiber layer. Made of stone wool and polyiso, it is a hybrid roofing insulation solution that provides the best of both worlds – affordability and high quality.

2. When can ROCKWOOL MULTIFIX™ be used?
   This solution is suitable for new building, re-roofing and re-covering applications.

3. What’s the difference between TOPROCK® DD and MULTIFIX™?
   Increased compatibility and convenience. ROCKWOOL MULTIFIX™ has all the product qualities of TOPROCK® DD with the addition of a glass fiber coating, which now allows the product to be used with a number of different attachment methods for conventional roofing systems.
Benefits

1 How will it better my business?
   a. Faster, stronger and safer for more profitable projects. The insulation and coverboard in one allows for fewer layers, less time installing, quicker jobs and ultimately more revenue.
   
b. Greener, safer and quieter for long-lasting and efficient performance. Improved energy performance over a range of temperatures means reduced energy costs, lower carbon emissions and all-around greater comfort for building occupants.

2 How will it better my buildings?
   Better adhesion, better performance. The use of ROCKWOOL MULTIFIX™ as part of a hybrid roofing system promises to deliver improved dimensional stability, a higher effective R-value for fewer fluctuations in thermal resistance, increased energy efficiency and improved fire resistance. For more, visit rockwool.com/multifix

Research & Support

1 How do I know ROCKWOOL MULTIFIX™ will live up to its promise to perform?
   ROCKWOOL MULTIFIX™ has been tested for compliance and has received approval from a number of membrane manufacturers.

2 Who uses ROCKWOOL MULTIFIX™?
   Anyone who is looking to use innovative solutions to build a better roof. ROCKWOOL MULTIFIX™ is designed for the contractor and facility manager in need of a multipurpose product that gets the job done effectively, efficiently and economically.

3 Where can I get it and how quickly can it be delivered?
   We have sales specialists located across North America who are happy to field questions or place your order. All inquiries are addressed within 24 hours.

4 Is it covered under warranty?
   You can rest assured with ROCKWOOL. This dimensionally stable product prevents gaps and membrane wear and provides a long-lasting solution backed by an industry-leading warranty that guarantees the originally declared R-value for up to 30 years.